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Product Description

Material: Canvas Dimension(W:H:L): 18:12 Weight: 0.1 kg Description: Black Lakshmi Nrusingha
Pattachitra Painting. Endless placement possibility throughout the home or office. A
fearlessness and reassurance can be sensed through the picture. The fourth incarnation of Lord
Vishnu is Nrusingha. To rescue humanity from the terrible cruelty of tyrant Hiranyakashypa and
his devotee Prahlada, Lord Vishnu appeared as Nrusingha. The obtainment of colors and
materials is totally natural. Five main colors, white, red, yellow, green, black, are known as been
used to color the painting. The white color gets by soaking, drying, and churning seashell, The
red obtain from a stone  Hingula, a local stone Haritlal used to get yellow color, color  Green
gets from leaves and green stones, and black is procured from lamp soot, or either from
burning coconut shell.120 more colors are used by mixing of the Five mentioned color. The hair
of, mouse, buffalo, and Keya roots are used to make the brush for the canvas painting. And tied
to a bamboo stick as a handle. The flower border on the painting makes it more eye-catching.
Hiranyakashypa to master the three worlds, Haven, Earth, and Patala, he penance, for years
and gained a boon from Lord Bramha. That he would neither be killed by any human or animal.
Nor in the day neither in the night. Not by any weapon.Nither in the ground nor in the sky. After
getting the boon he starts torturing all the three worlds, along with his son who was a keen
devotee of Lord Vishnu. He asked his son to worship him instead of Lord Vishnu, to which his
son Prahlada denied, it made him so angry and rage he wants to kill his son, with several
unsuccessful attempts he finally asked Prahlada if Vishnu is omnipresent then he must be in the
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pillar in front of him. Hiranyakashypa took his mace and hit on the pillar and demolish it. The
pillar split open and Lord Nrusingha emerged out from it, he lifted Hiranyakashypa laid him on
his lap, and ripped him with his claws. There were nine forms of Lord Nrusingha, those are 1.
Ugra Nrusingha2. Kroddha Nrusingha3. Vira Nrusingha4. Vilamba Nrusingha5. Kopa Nrusingha6.
Yoga Nrusingha7. Aghora Nrusingha8. Sudarsana Nrusingha9. Laxmi Nrusingha. Laxmi
Nrusingha is the form where Goddess Laxmi is seen sitting on his lap, Laxmi Nrusingha is the
calmer form among other forms. Lord Nrusingha teaches us that evil never be able to win over
good, no matter how many boons he had received. True prayers of devotees will always save
them from evil and restore their faith in goodness. Bring a wall hanging of Lord Nrusingha to
obtain the protective grace of the Lord. Also guides our life with, nonviolence and
righteousness. Care: Use a soft cloth to dust the surface.
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